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Abstract: The aim of this study is to verify the reliability of NOx emissions measured using Smart
Emissions Measurement System (SEMS) equipment in comparison with the NOx emissions measured
using certified Portable Emissions Measurement System (PEMS) equipment. The SEMS equipment
is simple system, and it is less expensive than the PEMS equipment, as it comprises an On-Board
Diagnostics (OBD) signal from the test vehicle and a NOx sensor. The SEMS equipment based
on low-cost sensors has an advantage of building big data, but there are insufficient previous
studies comparing of NOx emissions with certified the PEMS equipment. Therefore, this study is
important in verifying the suitability of the SEMS equipment by comparing the NOx emissions
measured by the various test modes and RDE using the two types of equipment. To analyze the
correlation between the PEMS and SEMS equipment, the advanced diesel vehicle was equipped
with the two types of equipment to simultaneously measure NOx emissions. After installing the
equipment on the test vehicle, it was conducted under various test modes in the laboratory and
the Real Driving Emission (RDE) test to verify the correlation of NOx emissions measured by the
SEMS equipment. The correlation analysis for the NOx emissions measured by the PEMS and
SEMS equipment under various test conditions and the RDE test indicated that the slope of the
NOx emissions was approximately equal to 1, and the coefficient of determination was 0.9 or higher.
Based on these test results, it was concluded that NOx emissions measured by the PEMS and SEMS
equipment are highly similar.

Keywords: worldwide harmonized light-duty vehicle test cycle; real driving emissions; portable
emissions measurement system; smart emissions measurement system

1. Introduction

Since September 2017, Republic of Korea and Europe have introduced Real Driving
Emission Light-Duty Vehicle (RDE-LDV) test to strengthen the emission regulations for
light-duty diesel vehicles [1]. The RDE-LDV test was introduced to address the defeat
device, which arbitrarily manipulates the vehicle’s Engine Control Unit (ECU) program
when driving on the real road. When the RDE-LDV test was first introduced in September
2017, it was regulated such that the Euro 6b regulation with the Conformity Factor (CF) of
2.1 during the RDE test. In addition, the Euro 6d-temp regulation with the CF should be
1.5 times from 2019. Furthermore, the CF will finalize as 1.43 by January 2020 [2,3]. The CF
means the Not To Exceed (NTE) for the respective pollutants such as NOx, PN, and is the
ratio of exhaust emitted during RDE against the regulatory standards of the vehicle [4].

Currently, the RDE-LDV test has been regulated to be measured by the Portable Emis-
sion Measurement System (PEMS, Sensors Inc., Saline, MI, USA). The PEMS equipment
must be installed outside the vehicle, as illustrated in Figure 1. However, it faces chal-
lenges relating to the operation of complex equipment, the large size of the equipment,
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and cost of test operations [5]. The expensive PEMS equipment is able to measure sev-
eral emission components, but it is difficult to build big data of air pollution monitoring
research on vehicles. To address these challenges, Nederlandse Organisatie voor toegepast-
natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek (TNO) developed the Smart Emissions Measurement
System (SEMS, TNO, Den Haag, The Netherlands) equipment based on low-cost sensors
and vehicle On-Board Diagnostics (OBD) data. Several studies have extensively investi-
gated the SEMS equipment [6–12]. As an example, the TNO reported that a correlation test
was conducted to simultaneously measure the exhaust emissions with the SEMS equipment
and the Constant Volume Sampler (CVS) equipment under laboratory test modes such as
the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC), World-wide harmonized Light-duty vehicles
Test Cycles (WLTC) and Common Artemis Driving Cycles (CADC). Based on the reported
results, the error in CO2 measurements between the SEMS and CVS equipment was 0.3%,
whereas the error in NOx was 8.8%. These results confirmed that the CO2 and NOx data
measured by the SEMS equipment exhibit high reliability [13]. Heepen et al. [14] presented
an introduction of the difference between PEMS and SEMS equipment. In addition, this
paper will give the measurement results and the functional features over long periods of
time in the SEMS equipment. Vermeulen et al. [15] presented tail-pipe emissions of vehicles
with Euro VI engines that were examined using the SEMS equipment under real-world
conditions. To check the data measured by the SEMS equipment, the PEMS equipment
has been used to measure the NOx emissions on the public road. However, the PEMS and
SEMS equipment were not operated simultaneously.
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Figure 1. Example of the PEMS equipment installed on the test vehicle.

As mentioned above, little is known about previous studies that simultaneously mea-
sure NOx emissions under various test modes and RDE using the two types of equipment.
Therefore, to confirm data reliability, this study compared NOx emissions measured by the
SEMS equipment in various test modes, on a chassis dynamometer, in a laboratory with
NOx emissions measured by the PEMS equipment. After the reliability of NOx emissions
measured by the SEMS equipment was verified, the advanced diesel vehicle, which meets
Euro 6d-temp regulations was equipped with the PEMS and SEMS equipment to mea-
sure data from a driving route that satisfies the trip requirements suggested by European
Commission-Joint Research Centre (EC-JRC). The details on the trip requirements are
introduced in Section 2.3.2.

The purpose of this study is to simultaneously measure NOx emissions using PEMS
and SEMS equipment on various real driving routes, considering the driving conditions
in South Korea. This study attempts to verify the reliability of NOx emissions measured
by the SEMS equipment by comparing the results with NOx emissions measured by the
certified PEMS equipment.
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Finally, after the operation based on the chassis dynamometer and Real Driving
Emission (RDE) test, this study intends to apply the emission gas measurement sys-
tem via the simplified SEMS equipment, instead of the complicated and the expensive
PEMS equipment.

2. Experimental Method
2.1. Chassis Dynamometer and Exhaust Emission Analysis System

To evaluate the various test modes on the chassis dynamometer, it is necessary to
understand the chassis dynamometer and exhaust analyzer. To simulate the real driving
conditions, a unique resistance value for the test vehicle needs to be input to the dynamome-
ter system. Driving along the entered driving mode such as NEDC and WLTC, exhaust
emissions occur from the test vehicle. Then, the exhaust emissions from the test vehicle
were consistently collected using CVS equipment. The exhaust emissions were analyzed
by appropriately diluting the air using an exhaust analyzer.

Figure 2 presents a schematic of the chassis dynamometer in the laboratory and
illustrates an example for the correlation test of the PEMS, SEMS, and CVS equipment.
Furthermore, the specifications of the chassis dynamometer and exhaust emissions analyzer
are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of correlation test between the PEMS and laboratory exhaust emission analyzer.

Table 1. Specifications of chassis dynamometer.

Item AVL

Roller Single Roll 48 inch (MIM type)
Inertia weight range (kg) 454–5448

Maximum roll speed (km/h) 200
Electric motor absorber type AC motor

Speed deviation ±0.1% F.S.
Torque deviation ±0.02 km/h

Driving distance measurement Encoder
Cooling fan Variable speed
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Table 2. Specifications of exhaust emission analyzer.

Item HORIBA

Constant volume sampler CVS-7400T
Motor exhaust gas analyzer MEXA-7200H

Dilution tunnel sampler DLS-7100E
Dilution tunnel DLT-1230

2.2. Various Test Modes in Laboratory

To analyze the correlation between NOx emissions measured by PEMS and SEMS
equipment, this study performed various test modes on a chassis dynamometer in the
laboratory. The test modes were conducted over six different chassis dynamometer modes:
the NEDC; the WLTC, which reflects realistic trip conditions than the NEDC mode; the
Federal Test Procedure-75 (FTP-75) mode, which is known as the representative urban
driving conditions of USA; the Highway Fuel Economy Test (HWFET), which is reflecting
the highway driving conditions of USA; the US06, which is an aggressive high speed and
high load driving mode; the SC03, which operates the air conditioner to reflect summer
environmental conditions. In addition, the driving characteristics of the test mode in this
study are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Summaries of test modes in laboratory.

Item NEDC WLTC FTP-75 HWFET US06 SC03

Trip duration (s) 1180 1800 1874 765 594 594
Trip distance (km) 11.03 23.27 17.77 16.45 12.87 5.79
Avg. vehicle speed

(km/h) 33.6 46.5 34.1 77.7 77.9 34.1

Maximum
acceleration (m/s2) 1.04 1.67 1.48 1.43 3.79 2.28

Engine start condition Cold
Warm

Cold
Warm Cold Warm Warm Warm

2.2.1. Test Vehicle and After-Treatment System

The test vehicle in this study is an SUV-type diesel vehicle (Hyundai motor group,
Seoul, Korea) equipped with combination of Lean NOx Trap (LNT), Diesel Particle Filter
(DPF), and Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) to meet the Euro 6d-temp regulations. In ad-
dition, the test vehicle features sophisticated after-treatment technology. The specifications
of the test vehicle are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Specifications of test vehicle [10].

Vehicle 01

Type SUV
Maximum power kW 137

Displacement cc 1995
Engine type CRDI I4
Model year 2019

Emission regulation Euro 6d-temp
After-treatment LNT + DPF + SCR

2.2.2. RDE Route

The RDE-LDV test route should sequentially comprise an urban, a rural, and a motor-
way, in accordance with the trip requirements suggested by the European Union (EU). The
trip distance of each part should be at least 16 km. In addition, the urban, rural, motorway
parts should account for 34, 33%, and 33% of the total trip share. In particular, the urban
part should include a minimum stop ratio of 6–30% among urban driving. In addition, the
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total driving duration should lie between 90 and 120 min, and the difference in the route’s
altitude between the start and end points should be less than 100 m [4].

In this study, the RDE tests were performed along Route A and Route B developed
by satisfying the above conditions. As illustrated in Figure 3a, Route A reflects driving
patterns such as low vehicle traffic in urban areas of small and medium cities in Republic
of Korea, and this route has a total distance of 93.3 km, including urban, rural, motorway
parts. As illustrated in Figure 3b, Route B reflects the representative traffic density and
comprises a highly populated metropolitan area (Seoul) in Republic of Korea. In addition,
it is a route with a total distance of 70.5 km, including urban, rural, motorway parts. The
major difference between Routes A and B is the vehicle speed according to the traffic jam
in the urban part.
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Figure 3. Map of RDE routes—Urban (redline), Rural (yellow line), Motorway (blue line).

As presented in Figure 4, it can be observed that Route B has more areas with vehicle
speeds below 30 km/h than Route A. In areas where the vehicle speed is low, vehicle
congestion is frequent; accordingly, this vehicle congestion triggers an increasing stop ratio
in the urban part. Based on the RDE test, it can be confirmed, as shown in Table 5, that the
stop ratio in the urban part of Route B was 36.39%, which is approximately 12% higher
than that of Route A.
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Table 5. Summaries of RDE test routes.

Urban Rural Motorway Total

Route A

Trip distance (km) 30.9 32.0 29.9 92.8
Trip share (%) 31.3 36.7 32.1 100.0
Trip duration (min) 78.4 25.0 14.6 119.8
Average vehicle speed
(km/h) 26.4 77.6 107.9

Route characteristics: stop duration of urban part is 23.79%

Route B

Trip distance (km) 22.0 23.0 21.4 66.4
Trip share (%) 33.1 34.7 32.2 100.0
Trip duration (min) 59.1 17.5 13.9 90.5
Average vehicle speed
(km/h) 17.6 76.5 117.3

Route characteristics: stop duration of urban part is 36.37%

Finally, RDE tests were performed several times on the test vehicle at each driving
route, and the detailed characteristics of the driving routes are summarized in Table 5.

2.3. Test Equipment
2.3.1. The PEMS Equipment

The PEMS equipment considered in this study was obtained from the SEMTECH-LDV
corporation (Sensor Inc., Saline, MI, USA). The PEMS equipment comprise an exhaust gas
analyzer, an exhaust gas flow meter, a GPS device, a weather probe with ambient gas and
pressure, a power supply device, and an OBD data acquisition device.

The PEMS equipment measure emission concentration data (ppm) at 1 Hz. Then, the
emission concentration data (ppm) are synchronized with the flow rate of the exhaust flow
meter and converted to the exhaust mass data (g/s). In addition, exhaust mass data (g/s)
are synchronized with the vehicle speed (km/h) measured in GPS and OBD devices and
converted to emissions per mileage (g/km).

The exhaust emissions measured by the principle of Pitot tube in the exhaust flow
meter were measured and analyzed by the exhaust gas analyzer inside the PEMS equip-
ment. Specially, NO and NOx emissions were measured via the Non-dispersive ultraviolet
(NDUV) principle, while CO and CO2 emissions were measured via the Non-dispersive in-
frared (NDIR) principle. The detailed specifications and principles of the PEMS equipment
are summarized in Table 6.

Table 6. Specifications of PEMS equipment [10].

Principle Specifications

Heated NDIR CO: 0–8% vol.
CO2: 0–18% vol.

Heated NDUV NO: 0–3000 ppm
NO2: 0–1000 ppm

Operating temperature (◦C) −10–45
Tolerance of CO, CO2, NO, NO2 emissions ±2%

Dimensions (mm)
SCS module: 435(W) × 410(D) × 105(H)
GAS module: 437(W) × 312(D) × 135(H)
EFM module: 365(W) × 105(D) × 90(H)

Weight (kg)
SCS module: 10.9
GAS module: 8.9
EFM module: 3.9

2.3.2. The SEMS Equipment

The SEMS equipment used to measure exhaust emissions from the test vehicle in this
study comprise NOx sensors, a GPS signal that measures vehicle speed and altitude of
the driving route, an OBD signal that measures the OBD data of the test vehicle, the main
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module that is responsible for the operation of the sensors, data storage, and power supply
of the equipment.

The detailed specifications and measurement principle of the NOx sensor are summa-
rized in Table 7. The NOx sensors were mounted on the exhaust pipe of the test vehicle, as
illustrated in Figure 5. In addition, the mass flow rate of NOx in the SEMS equipment was
calculated using the concentration of NOx in the exhaust pipe, and the exhaust mass flow
rate was calculated based on the intake air flow rate and the fuel flow rate measured via
the OBD data of the ECU program of the test vehicle.

Table 7. Specifications of NOx sensor in SEMS equipment [10].

Principle Specifications

Measurement ZrO2-based multi-layer sensor with integrated
heater and three oxygen pumps

Output signals NOx, linear λ or O2 concentration
Electrical system (V) 12

Operating temperature (◦C) 100–800
Principle Amperometric

NOx tolerance 0–100 ppm: ±20 ppm
100–1500 ppm: ±20%

Measuring range NOx: 0–1500 ppm
λ: −0.994–1.010

PEMS

SEMS

Abbreviations
LNT - Lean NOx Trap
DPF - Diesel Particle Filter
SCR  - Selective Catalytic Reduction
EGR  - Exhaust Gas Recirculation
NDUV  - Non-Dispersive Ultra Violet
NDIR   - Non-Dispersive InfraRed

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the PEMS and SEMS equipment installed on the test vehicle.

2.3.3. Principles of the PEMS and SEMS Equipment

NOx measure principle of PEMS equipment used the NDUV method. In NDUV
method, when the exhaust emissions were sampled in the PEMS equipment, the injected
exhaust emissions were passed through two cells. One cell has ultraviolet (UV) rays and
the other cell has nitrogen that does not react with exhaust emissions. Among the exhaust
emissions, when NOx emissions were injected in the PEMS equipment, NOx emissions
absorb UV wavelengths by reaction in one cell and no reaction occurs in the other cell. At
this time, NOx emissions were measured by the difference in UV rays generated from the
two cells. In addition, the CO and CO2 measure principles of the PEMS equipment used
the NDIR method. The NDIR method is similar to the NDUV method. The NDIR method
used infrared rays instead of UV rays.

NOx measure principle of SEMS equipment used the amperometric method. In the
amperometric method, the measured NOx emissions among the exhaust emissions pass
through the diffusion barrier and move to the first cell. The first cell removes O2 close to
0 ppm. Then, when moving to the second cell, most of O2 is removed. Thus, NO and NO2
molecules are decomposed to measure O2 [16–18]. However, unlike the PEMS equipment,
NO emissions measured by the SEMS equipment were increased via the urea solution.
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Here, the urea solution is injected to reduce NOx emissions in the SCR system. In the
SEMS equipment, urea solution is decomposed as shown in equation (1) to increase NO
emissions. As mentioned above, the SEMS equipment can be easily measured due to low
cost and simple installation, but the limitation of the SEMS equipment is that NO emissions
measured by the urea solution were also measured.

4NH3 + 3O2 → 4NO + 6H2O (1)

2.4. Reliability Verification of Data Measured by the PEMS Equipment

To verify the reliability of data measured by the PEMS equipment before the RDE
test, the correlation test was performed to simultaneously measure the exhaust emissions
emitted from the test vehicle with the PEMS and CVS on the chassis dynamometer in
the laboratory.

The correlation test was performed under various test modes. The results obtained
from the correlation test measurements are summarized in Figure 6. In addition, the
schematic of the correlation test is presented in Figure 2. Owing to the comparison with data
measured by the PEMS and CVS equipment, the slopes for NOx and CO2 corresponded to
1.08 and 1.03, respectively. Accordingly, it was confirmed that the data measured by the
PEMS equipment has high reliability.
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2.5. Reliability Verification of Data Measured by the SEMS Equipment

Unlike the PEMS equipment, the SEMS equipment does not have an exhaust flow
meter. Hence, mass air flow and total injection quantity from the OBD data of the test
vehicle are introduced to calculate the exhaust flow rate. The calculated exhaust flow
rate is used to convert the NOx measured in concentration units (ppm) into mass units
(g/s), as expressed in the following Equation (2) [4]. To verify the reliability of the SEMS
equipment data, the exhaust flow rate measured by the exhaust flow meter of the PEMS
equipment, and the exhaust flow rate calculated by introducing mass air flow and total
injection quantity of the aforementioned OBD data are compared and presented in Figure 7.

mgas = ρgas × cgas ×Qexh (2)

where:

mgas (g/s): the mass of the exhaust component “gas”;
ρgas

(
kg/m3): the density of the exhaust component “gas”;

cgas (ppm): the concentration of the exhaust component “gas”;
Qexh (kg/s): the exhaust mass flow rate.
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In addition, the vehicle speed measured by GPS signal of the PEMS equipment and
the vehicle speed measured by OBD data of the SEMS equipment are compared and
presented in Figure 8. The comparison results indicated that the slope of the exhaust flow
rate between the two types of equipment was 0.93, and the slope of the vehicle speed was
significantly close to 1. Accordingly, it was possible to verify the reliability of the OBD data
measured by the SEMS equipment.
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3. Results
3.1. Correlation of NOx Emissions between the PEMS and SEMS Equipment in Laboratory

In this study, the reliability of the NOx emissions measured by the SEMS equipment
was verified by comparing the results with the NOx emissions measured by the PEMS
equipment, which was verified through correlation with the CVS equipment in a laboratory.

Various test modes were considered for the test vehicle with the chassis dynamometer
in the laboratory to verify the reliability of the SEMS equipment. The test results of the
exhaust emissions from the test vehicle under the cold and hot conditions for each test
mode are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Correlation of NOx emissions measured by the PEMS and SEMS equipment under various
test modes in the laboratory.

A total of nine correlation tests were conducted on a chassis dynamometer in the
laboratory, and most of the NOx emissions measured by the PEMS and SEMS equipment
were within the current NOx emission limit (0.08 g/km). In addition, it was verified that
the slope of the NOx emissions measured by the PEMS and SEMS equipment exhibited a
very close linearity to 1; the coefficient of determination was 0.961, thus indicating that the
results were significantly similar.

Figure 10 presents a quantitative plot of NOx emissions measured by the PEMS and
SEMS equipment. In phase 3 of the WLTC mode, NOx emissions measured by the SEMS
equipment were significantly lower. Consequently, NOx emissions were measured close to
zero. This is an error that cannot be measured over a range, which indicates significantly
lower NOx emissions measured by the SEMS equipment. Thus, a measurement error of
the NOx sensor may exist.
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the laboratory.

Based on the testing under cold and hot conditions in the NEDC and WLTC modes,
more NOx emissions were measured under the cold condition than of the hot condition.
This is because excessive exhaust emissions are triggered by incomplete combustion owing
to the low temperature in the combustion chamber of the engine at an initial start-up
condition, and the catalyst of the after-treatment is not sufficiently preheated, thereby
resulting in excessive exhaust emissions owing to low conversion efficiency [19,20].
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Unlike the results of the other test modes, US06 and SC03 exhibited high NOx emis-
sions. As can be deduced from Table 3, the US06 mode is significantly more aggressive
than other test modes, such as in its acceleration and driving characteristics. In the case of
the SC03 mode, NOx emissions are significantly high because it operates an air conditioner.
If the air conditioner is operated, the engine in the test vehicle exerts an excessive load;
hence, it is considered that NOx emissions are substantially high.

Figure 11 presents the time continuous NOx emissions measured by the PEMS and
SEMS equipment under each test mode. It can be seen that profiles of NOx emissions
measured by the PEMS and SEMS equipment follow similarly under all the test modes.
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Figure 11. Real-time profiles of NOx emissions measured by the PEMS and SEMS equipment under various test modes in
the laboratory.
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Based on the comparison of the NOx emissions measured by the PEMS and SEMS
equipment under various test modes on a chassis dynamometer in the laboratory, profiles
of NOx emissions measured by the PEMS and SEMS equipment follow similarly; this
is because a laboratory test involves relatively fewer variables such as road grade and
sharp acceleration and deceleration of dynamic conditions, as compared to real driving
conditions. However, there was the difference that could not be measured by the SEMS
equipment owing to the significantly low NOx emissions in the section where the test
vehicle was stabilized in the driving mode, such as phase 3 of the WLTC mode. This
challenge is owing to the limitation of the low-cost NOx sensor. The detailed limitation
of NOx sensor means NOx tolerance. The tolerance of NOx sensor is ±20 ppm measured
within 0~100 ppm. There is a limit due to NOx tolerance when measured as low as 20 ppm
or less. Therefore, it was confirmed that future technology development is required.

3.2. Detailed Analysis on Real-Time Profiles of NOx Emissions for Characteristics of the NOx
Conversion in Laboratory

As shown in Figure 11, it can be observed that NOx emissions measured by the PEMS
and SEMS equipment agree well due to strong acceleration and high speed of vehicle under
the various test modes. To analyze these results, the data measured in US06, which reflects
the effect of acceleration and the data measured in HWFET mode and considers high speed
driving, are comprehensively presented, as illustrated in Figures 12 and 13.
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Figure 12 presents the measured data of the US06 mode, which reflects acceleration
conditions, among the various modes on the chassis dynamometer in the aforementioned
laboratory in real time. The analysis indicated that the difference between the NOx emis-
sions measured by the PEMS and SEMS equipment was large because of the increase in
CO emissions during acceleration. This is ascertained to be the effect of the LNT system
installed on the test vehicle. The LNT system is a catalyst that reduces NOx emissions
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without a reducing agent, such as NH3. In addition, the LNT catalysts run periodically
under lean (oxidizing) and rich (reducing) conditions [21].

Figure 14 illustrates the principle of the LNT system under lean and rich conditions,
and there is a detailed explanation of the NOx storage and reduction behavior.
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The first step is that the NO emissions were oxidized to NO2 under lean conditions, as
expressed in Equation (3). Then, the NO2 emissions react with oxygen in the LNT system
to reduce nitrogen oxides and generate carbon dioxide, as expressed in Equation (4). To
reduce NOx emissions, CO and HC in the exhaust gases are applied as reducing agents
or post-injections. The last step involves the oxidation and reduction of NOx emissions,
which are converted to NO and CO2, as expressed in Equation (5) [22,23].

Oxidation of NO, and formation of NO2 (lean conditions)

2NO + O2 → 2NO2 (3)

Absorption of NOx inside the LNT system (lean conditions)

2BaCO3 + 4NO2 + O2 → 2Ba(NO3)2 + 2CO2 (4)

Release of the stored NOx from the LNT system surface (rich conditions)

Ba(NO3)2 + 3CO→ BaCO3 + 2NO + 2CO2
NO + CO/HC→ N2 + CO2/H2O
NO2 + CO/HC→ N2 + CO2/H2O

(5)

Figure 13 illustrates the difference between the NOx emissions measured by the two
equipment types in real time according to the NOx conversion efficiency of the SCR system
in the HWFET mode, which simulates highway driving.

Based on the analysis, it was confirmed that when the NOx conversion efficiency of
the SCR system decreases, the difference between the NOx emissions measured using the
two types of equipment increases. These results need to be determined based on the SCR
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system. Figure 15 presents the schematic of the SCR mechanism. The NOx reduction effect
of the SCR catalyst is expressed as follows in Equations (6)–(8) [24,25].

4NO + O2 + 4NH3 → 4N2 + 6H2O (6)

NO + NO2 + 2NH3 → 2N2 + 3H2O (7)

6NO2 + 8NH3 → 7N2 + 12H2O (8)

PEMS

SEMS

Abbreviations
LNT - Lean NOx Trap
DPF - Diesel Particle Filter
SCR  - Selective Catalytic Reduction
EGR  - Exhaust Gas Recirculation
NDUV  - Non-Dispersive Ultra Violet
NDIR   - Non-Dispersive InfraRed

Figure 15. Schematic of the SCR system mechanism.

In the above equation, NH3 does not react with oxygen under normal exhaust temper-
atures below 550 ◦C; hence, the most significant NOx reduction effect of SCR is 100%.

Urea solution is supplied before the SCR system, and is hydrolyzed to NH3 via two
steps of the following Equations (9) and (10) by the intermediate product isocyanic acid
under an exhaust temperature above 250 ◦C [26].

(NH2) 2CO→ NH3 + HNCO (thermal decomposition) (9)

HNCO + H2O→ NH3 + CO2 (hydrolysis) (10)

The NOx conversion is sensitive to temperature, and hydrolysis does not occur even
if excess urea solution is injected under low temperatures. Therefore, the NOx conversion
is possible, using the absorbed NH3 of the urea solution. However, if the temperature
increases rapidly, the absorbed NH3 is released and oxidized on reacting with oxygen.
Then, the NOx conversion decreases as much as the excessive NH3 [27].

Therefore, the urban part with frequent acceleration is expected to have higher NOx
emissions measured by the PEMS and SEMS equipment under the effect of the LNT
system, as compared to other parts. Although, in the motorway part, NOx emissions are
significantly reduced by chemical reactions with NH3 inside the SCR system, it is expected
that NH3 is excessively injected, thereby resulting in a difference between NOx emissions
measured by PEMS and SEMS equipment. As the NOx sensor installed in the SEMS
equipment measures NO and NO2 emissions from NOx and NH3 emissions, it cannot
measure only NOx emissions. The details on the information are introduced in Section 2.3.3.
Hence, in the motorway part, it is expected that NOx emissions measured by the SEMS
equipment will be higher than the NOx emissions measured by the PEMS equipment.
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3.3. Correlation of NOx Emissions between the PEMS and SEMS Equipment On-Road

In this study, NOx emissions were measured by the PEMS and SEMS equipment over
a total of 33 (Route A = 30 times, Route B = 3 times) on-road conditions with various driving
variables compared to the various test modes, on a chassis dynamometer in the laboratory.

In Figure 16, the red circles indicate NOx emissions measured by PEMS and SEMS
equipment on Route A, and the blue circles indicate NOx emissions measured by PEMS
and SEMS equipment on Route B. Based on the comparison of NOx emissions measured by
PEMS and SEMS equipment under RDE tests, the slope of the RDE test was 0.816, which
is lower than the slope of the laboratory test. The slope of the RDE test was lower than
that of the chassis dynamometer because the test was considered owing to the various
on-road driving variables, such as a traffic jam in the urban part, driving style according
to the driver, and road grade of route. These various on-road driving variables affect
the engine load of vehicle. As the engine load of the vehicle increases, NOx emissions
increase, and the tolerance of NOx emissions measured by the two types of equipment
increases [28]. For this reason, the slope of the on-road is lower than that of the chassis
dynamometer. In addition, the coefficient of determination was 0.922, thus indicating that
the results were very similar. Most of the test results were within the RDE NOx emissions
limit (0.1144 g/km).
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As presented in Figure 17, NOx emissions measured by PEMS and SEMS equipment
on Routes A and B were quantitatively indicated for urban, rural, and motorway parts.
Regarding the urban part, it was determined that NOx emissions were higher than that of
other driving parts because there were various driving characteristics such as vehicle con-
gestion owing to the shutdown of the signal system, and a highly populated metropolitan
area. Regarding the rural and motorway, it was determined that NOx emissions were lower
than that of the urban part because of inertia driving with a fuel-cut, which can improve the
fuel efficiency of the vehicle, and reduced exhaust emissions becomes possible as vehicle
speed increases [29]. In addition, NOx emissions measured by the SEMS equipment were
relatively higher than that of the PEMS equipment. As this is an amperometric method, it
is based on the principle of the NOx sensor in the SEMS equipment. The amperometric
method generates nitrogen and oxygen by splitting NOx (NO and NO2), as defined in the
following equations. At this point, the generated O2 molecules are measured as the NOx
inside the sensor.
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A and B.

However, the NOx sensor adopted in this study measures NH3 emissions, and the
measured NH3 emissions are split into NO and H2O, owing to the chemical reaction [28].
As aforementioned, the split chemical equation of NH3 emissions emerges accordingly.

Accordingly, it was determined that NOx emissions measured by the SEMS equipment
were higher than those measured by the PEMS equipment.

Figures 18 and 19 illustrate real-time NOx emissions measured by PEMS and SEMS
equipment for each driving part in Routes A and B, respectively. It can be observed
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that the NOx emissions measured by the PEMS and SEMS equipment under the RDE
tests are similar. Unlike the results of the various test modes on a chassis dynamometer
in the laboratory, NOx emissions measured by the SEMS equipment were higher than
those measured by the PEMS equipment because the RDE tests consider various driving
variables. As mentioned above, excess NH3 emissions from the SCR system, which adopts
NH3 as a reductant to reduce nitrogen oxides, were injected, such that it was determined
that the NOx emissions were measured by the NOx sensor.
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Figure 18. Real-time profiles of NOx emissions measured by the PEMS and SEMS equipment under
RDE Route A.

3.4. Detailed Analysis on Real-Time Profiles of NOx Emissions for the Characteristics of the NOx
Conversion On-Road

Figures 20 and 21 present the differences between NOx emissions measured by PEMS
and SEMS equipment in urban and motorway part under RDE tests.
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Figure 19. Real-time profiles of NOx emissions measured by the PEMS and SEMS equipment under
RDE Route B.

Figure 20 presents the difference between NOx emissions measured by PEMS and
SEMS equipment according to CO emissions in the urban part, under Routes A and B.
Accordingly, it can be observed that the difference between NOx emissions measured by
PEMS and SEMS equipment was larger in Route B, where there are several stop durations.

Figure 21 presents the difference between NOx emissions measured by PEMS and
SEMS equipment according to the SCR efficiency under the motorway part in Routes A
and B. According to the RDE tests, NOx emissions abruptly increased in the section where
vehicle speed was reduced, and then rapidly increased. Therefore, the SCR efficiency was
reduced by this effect. This is believed to have triggered incomplete combustion, which
is an inadequate air charge compared to the injected fuel quantity, owing to the delay
in the increase in the rotational speed of the engine during rapid acceleration. Hence,
NOx emissions were increased by this effect. If significant amounts of NOx emissions are
released, it is believed that the SCR efficiency is reduced, owing to the relatively small
amount of urea solution from the SCR system.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, PEMS and SEMS equipment were installed on a test vehicle to simul-
taneously measure NOx emissions under various test modes in the laboratory and on
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road. Based on these test results, the reliability of NOx emissions measured by the SEMS
equipment was verified as follows:

• The slope was significantly equal to 1, and the coefficient of determination was 0.93 or
more when comparing between the vehicle speed and exhaust flow rate measured by
the PEMS and SEMS equipment. It was possible to verify the reliability of the OBD
data measured by the SEMS equipment.

• Via the correlation test results of PEMS and SEMS equipment in the laboratory, most
of the NOx emissions measured by the PEMS and SEMS equipment were within the
current NOx emission limit (0.08 g/km). It was verified that the slope of the NOx
emissions measured by the PEMS and SEMS equipment was significantly close to 1,
and the coefficient of determination was 0.961, thus indicating that the results were
highly similar.

• Regarding the on-road results of the PEMS and SEMS equipment obtained from the
correlation tests, most of the test results were within the RDE NOx emissions limit
(0.1144 g/km). It was confirmed that the slope of the NOx emissions measured by the
PEMS and SEMS equipment was 0.816, which is lower than the slope obtained via
the correlation test in the laboratory. In addition, the coefficient of determination was
0.922, thus indicating that the results were highly similar.

• However, NOx emissions measured by the SEMS equipment were higher than those
measured by the PEMS equipment under RDE tests. When NOx emissions increase
due to LNT regeneration and the SCR efficiency reduction, the SEMS equipment
increases NOx emissions by exceeding the limit of the O2 measurement range.

• Finally, when comparing the two equipment types, the PEMS and SEMS equipment
can be used interchangeably in the same way for measuring NOx emissions. However,
unlike the PEMS equipment, the SEMS equipment can measure NO emissions gener-
ated by urea solution. Therefore, it is necessary to install an additional NH3 sensor for
comparative analysis.
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